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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the optimization of device layout and embedded source/drain (eS/D) shape profile for
strain engineered 22-nm node Si and SiGe p-channel trigate fieldeffect transistors by finite-element method simulations. A nested
trigate layout with dummy gates is found to retain the maximum
channel stress for all three conduction planes. The tradeoff between achievable mobility enhancement and active device density
for the nested trigate layout is also investigated in this paper.
Next, the impact of the eS/D shape on the channel stress for all
three conduction planes is studied, and the rounded eS/D shape
is found to be the optimal shape contrary to the planar case
with sigma-shaped eS/D. Finally, strained SiGe channel trigate
transistors are investigated as a potential candidate for future
technology nodes. The evolution of formation and relaxation of
the average strain of the compressively strained SiGe channel is
systematically studied as a function of fin formation, embedded
S/D formation, and layout configuration.
Index Terms—Embedded source/drain (S/D), fin nesting, gate
nesting, p-channel, Si, SiGe, trigate, uniaxial strain.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

TRAIN has been a key technique responsible for planar
CMOS performance enhancement for over a decade [1].
The focus has shifted from biaxial to uniaxial strain over the
years given the greater advantages of uniaxial strain, particularly for enhancement of hole transport [1]. Uniaxial strain
along the 110 direction provides a much larger mobility
enhancement (Δμ/μ%) and a smaller Vt shift compared with
biaxial strain [1], which is critical for further scaling of the
MOS technology. p-channel MOS (pMOS) shows a greater
enhancement factor than nMOS with strain [2], thus translating to a more balanced performance suitable for complementary technology. The channel orientations of interest for
strained pMOSFETs are: 1) the (100)/110 channel due to
its high mobility enhancement factor; and 2) the (110)/110
channel due to its inherently higher hole mobility than the
(100)/110 channel [2], [3]. Embedded SiGe source–drain and
compressive contact etch stop layers (cCESLs) [4], [5] are the
dominant techniques for inducing strain in strain engineered
pMOSFETs.
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Trigate transistors are considered to be the lead contenders
for replacing planar CMOS for future technology nodes
[6]–[8]. In addition, recently, high-Ge-content SiGe and pure
Ge channels have been recognized as attractive alternatives to
Si for future high-performance pMOS devices due to higher
unstrained hole mobility values and enhancement factors [2],
[9]. Strain engineered Si/SiGe/Ge p-channel trigate FET is
thus a topic of significant interest. Uniaxial strain in p-channel
trigate FETs is achieved either by embedding larger lattice constant materials (e.g., Six Ge1−x ) as source/drain (S/D) stressor
regions [10] or by patterning biaxially strained epitaxial layers
or by cCESL [11], [12]. In the former case, there is always a
possibility of strain relaxation of the embedded (eS/D) regions
through their free surfaces due to the absence of shallow trench
isolation (STI). In the latter case, ion-implantation-induced S/D
amorphization can relax the channel strain almost completely
for extremely scaled gate lengths [13]. A nested device layout,
which is a common strategy in the physical design of circuits
[14], has to be adopted to minimize S/D relaxation associated
with free surfaces of the eS/D regions and thus maximize the
channel strain. Thus, the average uniaxial strain retention for
top plane and sidewall in p-channel trigate FETs will depend
on the following factors: 1) the average distance between the
source and the drain LS/D ; 2) the eS/D Ge content; 3) the number of nested gates; 4) the number of nested fins; 5) the shape
of the eS/D regions; 6) the eS/D etch depth; 7) the channel
Ge content; 8) the residual strain due to patterning biaxial
strained epitaxial layers retained and after S/D recess etch; and
9) the gate pitch. In this paper, we systematically study the
contribution of all the above factors to the average channel
stress except the effect of gate pitch, which is kept constant
for all cases. Average stress values and mobility enhancements
for (100) and (110) planes are separately calculated keeping in
mind the anisotropic behavior of these quantities, thus giving a
more realistic estimate of achievable enhancement.
II. S IMULATION M ETHODOLOGY
Finite-element method (FEM) simulations are performed
using COMSOL Multiphysics [15]. For benchmarking the
FEM simulations, device structures with dimensions, substrate/channel, and eS/D compositions identical to those in
[16] were simulated and the extracted stress SXX values along
the channel length (transport direction) were compared with
the corresponding experimental values. A linear elastic model
with orthotropic channel behavior was implemented in order
to realistically estimate achievable levels of channel stress.
The elastic moduli, shear moduli, and Poisson’s ratios of Si
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Fig. 1. FEM simulations benchmarked for compressively strained planar
pMOSFETs. The simulated device dimensions are identical to those in [16]
for which the corresponding channel measurements are taken. The simulations
are done assuming only the eS/D regions as the stressor sources.

and germanium for (100)/110 and (110)/110 were obtained
from [17], and the elastic moduli, shear moduli, and Poisson’s
ratios for Si1−x Gex alloys were obtained by a linear interpolation between those for Si and germanium. The lattice
constant for Si1−x Gex was calculated from Vegard’s law. The
thermal expansion coefficient of the eS/D regions was modified
to incorporate the eS/D to channel lattice mismatch that is
responsible for introducing uniaxial compressive strain in the
channel. No other stressor sources, except the eS/D regions,
were assumed in this paper. The channel stress values extracted from the simulations show good agreement between
the simulated and experimental values, as shown in Fig. 1,
thus validating the choice of the elastic model and values of
elastic moduli/Poisson’s ratios used, as well as the assumption
of the eS/D regions being the dominant stressor sources in
experimentally reported values.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the trigate structures simulated for evaluating the contribution of various factors to the channel stress
of p-channel trigate FETs. A relaxed Si substrate is assumed
for p-channel Si trigate FETs, whereas a relaxed Si0.4 Ge0.6
virtual substrate is assumed for the Si0.4 Ge0.6 channels. The
top surface is the (100) plane with the sidewall being the (110)
plane for all the device structures investigated. The channel
direction is 110 for all cases. Average stress and corresponding mobility enhancements for top surface (100) and sidewalls
(110) are extracted only for the central channel (red). An
inversion layer thickness tinv of 2 nm for both (100) and (110)
planes is assumed for the calculation of average surface channel
stress for all the structures simulated. The surfaces are assumed
to be traction free for all cases. A nonuniform mesh with
fine meshing, particularly near heterointerfaces such as eS/D
and channel interface regions and relatively coarser meshing
farther away from heterointerfaces, ensuring that further mesh
refinement does not alter the simulated stress levels, is chosen
to accurately estimate strain levels in regions with rapidly
changing strain levels and to reduce the overall mesh points to
reduce the computation time. For evaluating the contribution of
2) S/D Ge content, 3) number of gates, and 4) number of fins
to the average channel stress, the trigate structures in Fig. 2 are
also simulated with three different eS/D Ge contents (i.e., 25%,
30%, and 40%).
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It is evident that the current transport in trigate FETs is
increasingly dominated by the sidewalls as we reduce the fin
width. Engineering the sidewall surface channel stress and hole
mobility is thus of prime importance for future technology
nodes and would need careful consideration of the eS/D shape
profiles. The trigate structures in Fig. 3 (Si/Si0.4 Ge0.6 channels
with Si0.6 Ge0.4 /Ge eS/D regions, respectively) are studied to
evaluate the effect of 5) S/D shape and 6) channel Ge content on the average channel stress and corresponding mobility
enhancement. The contribution of etch depth is studied for
the sidewalls of the nested gate (four dummy gates) structure
due to the sidewall-dominated transport in trigate FETs as
aforementioned. The eS/D etch depth was reduced by 10 nm
with the other dimensions, as well as the channel and eS/D
compositions remaining the same.
Further improvement in the channel stress achieved through
a combination of global + eS/D techniques is of prime interest.
The evolution of the channel stress, similar to the approach
in [18], following fin patterning, S/D recess etch, and eS/D
regrowth for uniaxially strained Si1−x Gex epilayers is investigated with three different channel Ge contents for the structure
in Fig. 2(d). The substrate is assumed to be a Si substrate with
isotropic behavior.
The mobility enhancement of strained Si channels over
unstrained Si channels is obtained from the hole mobility
versus channel stress plot for Si given in [2]. The mobility
enhancements for strained Si1−x Gex (110)/110 channels over
unstrained Si1−x Gex (110)/110 channels are obtained by
a linear interpolation between the enhancements for Si
(110)/110 channels [2] and Ge (110)/110 channels [19],
whereas the mobility enhancement for SiGe (100)/110 channels is taken from the SiGe (100)/110 channel hole mobility
versus channel stress plot given in [2]. In addition, as the
mobility versus channel stress plots in [2] and [19] have been
obtained using band structure calculations instead of relying on
piezoresistive coefficients, they predict a realistic estimate of
the achievable mobility enhancements.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The stress-inducing mechanism of the eS/D, the shape of
the eS/D regions, and the presence of free surfaces result in
a varying stress profile along the channel length, as shown in
Fig. 4. Hence, an average stress needs to be extracted for both
the (100)/110 and the (110)/110 channels to estimate the
achievable mobility enhancement. The average stress is taken
as the average value of the stress profiles for the respective
conduction planes, where the stress profiles are obtained for
a channel depth of 2 nm into the fin. Fig. 5(a) shows the
average stress values for the (100)/110 channel of the trigate
structures in Fig. 2 for three different Ge contents in the eS/D
regions. The channel stress for the planar pMOSFET case with
the corresponding eS/D Ge contents [16] is also shown for
comparison. The percentage reduction in the average channel
stress compared to the planar case is shown in the inset in
Fig. 5(a). The stress degradation for the 40% eS/D Ge content
is of interest due to the significantly higher channel stress
levels for both the planar and nonplanar cases, as shown in
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the simulation structures for evaluating the contribution of LS/D , eS/D Ge content, number of nested gates, number of nested fins, and
eS/D etch depth to the average channel stress. The average channel stress is calculated only for (red) the active gate.

Fig. 3. Schematics of the simulation structures for evaluating the contribution of eS/D shape and channel Ge content to the average channel stress keeping the
same lattice mismatch between the channel and eS/D regions. The average channel stress is calculated only for (red) the active gate.

Fig. 4. Sidewall [(110)/110] stress profiles [SXX (stress along channel
length) in megapascals] for the nested gate (two dummy gates) structure
(Si channel + Si0.75 Ge0.25 eS/D.

Fig. 5(a). Therefore, the discussion henceforth will focus on
the stress degradation for the trigate structures in Fig. 2 with
40% eS/D Ge content compared to the planar case (40% eS/D
Ge content). The absence of STI causes significant reduction
in the channel stress of the trigate structures compared to
the planar case. The nested fin (two dummy fins) structure
shows the highest average (100)/110 channel stress reduction
indicating significant relaxation of the S/D regions through their
free surfaces. The nested gate (two dummy gates) structure

shows an ∼23% reduction in the average channel stress for
the (100)/110 channel orientation, stressing the importance
of gate nesting in improving the channel stress. The doublenested structure displays an even higher average (100)/110
channel stress. The free eS/D sidewalls (parallel to the channel
length) of the nested gate (two dummy gates) are eliminated
in the double-nested structure after merging the eS/D regions,
resulting in increased average (100)/110 channel stress for the
double-nested structure.
The nested gate (four dummy gates) structure shows least
degradation in the (100)/110 channel stress compared to the
planar case among all four trigate structures. The nested gate
(four dummy gates) structure also features a smaller number
of dummy gates compared with the double-nested structure,
as shown in Fig. 2, implying that gate nesting is the optimal
strategy for maximizing the average (100)/110 channel stress.
Fig. 5(a) also shows the improvement in the average channel
stress with increasing eS/D Ge content. The average stress for
the (100)/110 channel shows a significant enhancement of
∼1.6× on increasing the S/D Ge content from 25% to 40%
for all the structures. It can be concluded that elimination of
the free sidewalls (normal to the channel length) of the eS/D
regions, achieved by nesting dummy gates, is crucial to obtain
acceptable levels of stress for the (100)/110 channel.
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Fig. 5. Average channel stress and corresponding mobility enhancement plots
for the (100)/110 and (110)/110 channels of the structures in Fig. 2(a)–(d).
Mobility enhancements are obtained from the hole mobility versus stress plots
in [2]. The solid lines are drawn to serve as a guide.

Fig. 5(b) plots the (100)/110 channel mobility enhancement for the corresponding average stress values in Fig. 5(a).
The nested gate (four dummy gates) shows the highest mobility enhancement corresponding to the highest channel stress
among all the trigate structures considered.
Fig. 5(c) plots the average (110)/110 channel stress values
for the trigate structures in Fig. 2 with three different eS/D Ge
contents. The extracted average channel stress values are again
compared to the planar case [16], and the percentage reduction
in the average channel stress is plotted in the inset in Fig. 5(c).
The average (110)/110 channel stress values display a similar
trend to the (100)/110 channel stress levels shown in Fig. 5(a).
The nested gate (four dummy gates) shows least reduction in the
average channel stress compared to the planar case [16], which
again shows that the nested gate (four dummy gates) is the best
structure. The (110)/110 channel, similar to the (100)/110
channel, shows a ∼1.6× enhancement in the average channel
stress when the eS/D Ge content is increased from 25% to 40%
for all the trigate structures.
It is evident that the average (110)/110 channel stress is
smaller than the average (100)/110 channel stress for all the
trigate structures due to increased LS/D for the sidewalls as
opposed to the top surface.
Fig. 5(d) gives the (110)/110 channel mobility enhancement for the corresponding average stress values in Fig. 5(c).
Although the mobility enhancement for the (110)/110 channel is smaller than that for the (100)/110 channel, the
(110)/110 sidewall channel, due to its higher unstrained
mobility, offers an advantage over the (100)/110 top surface channel [2] ensuring the viability of implementing the
(110)/110 orientation for sidewall channels.
The average (110)/110 channel stress for the 20-nm eS/D
etch depth nested gate (four dummy gates) structure is ∼ 0.97×
of the (110)/110 channel stress for the 30-nm S/D etch depth
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Fig. 6. Top surface and sidewall channel mobility enhancements versus
increase in the layout area for a total active device width of 1 μm for Si with
different eS/D germanium contents.

nested gate (four dummy gates) structure, confirming the role
of increased etch depth in improving the channel stress. The
improvement in the channel stress due to increase in the eS/D
etch depth serves as an important addition to the increase in
the current of the unstrained device due to increased effective
width.
It is clear from the above discussion that the nested gate
layout is the optimal layout strategy for achieving maximum
surface channel stress for both the top surface and sidewall
planes.
Although gate nesting offers significant improvement in the
channel stress for both the top surface and sidewall conduction
planes, the reduction in the active device density with increasing number of dummy gates poses a critical problem of reduced
functionality per unit chip area. An optimum tradeoff in the
achievable mobility enhancement with an acceptable reduction
in the active device density needs to be devised for successfully
implementing the nested gate layout strategy. Fig. 6 plots the
achievable mobility enhancement versus the increase in the
layout area considering an effective active device width of 1 μm
for the single-gate finger, three-gate finger, and five-gate finger
trigate structures. It is evident that the tradeoff between the active chip area and the mobility enhancement will depend on the
active device density constraint. For a relatively relaxed active
device density constraint, the nested gate (two dummy gates)
layout is optimal, featuring a significant mobility enhancement
for the (100)/110 and (110)/110 channels. Although the
five-gate finger layout features an unacceptable reduction in
the active device density, the two devices in the immediate
left and right of the central trigate FET can be activated, thus
alleviating the problem of reduced active device density. The
activated devices, however, will not display the same mobility
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Fig. 7. Average sidewall (100)/110 and (110)/110 channel stress and
corresponding mobility enhancement plots for the structures in Fig. 3(a)–(c).
Mobility enhancement for the (100)/110 channel is obtained from the mobility versus stress plots in [2], whereas the mobility enhancement for the
(110)/110 channel is calculated by a linear interpolation between those for
Si [2] and for Ge [19]. The solid lines are drawn to serve as a guide.

enhancement as the central trigate due to degraded channel
stress levels for all three conduction planes. Hence, careful
device design has to be done in order to overcome the problems
posed by dissimilar performance levels of active devices in the
nested gate layout. A similar argument can be made for the
seven-gate finger layout and so on.
Engineering the eS/D shape profile for maximizing the sidewall channel stress is critically important as aforementioned.
Fig. 7(a) plots the average (100)/110 channel stress values
for the nested gate (four dummy gates) structure with different
eS/D profiles, as shown in Fig. 3. The average (100)/110
channel stress for the Si/Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel with Si0.6 Ge0.4 /Ge
sigma eS/D shows significant reduction compared to the planar
case [16]. The (100)/110 Si channel with the rounded and
square Si0.6 Ge0.4 eS/D displays a stress reduction of ∼11.1%
from the planar case, whereas the Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel with the
rounded and square Ge eS/D shape profiles shows further stress
reduction of ∼8% from the strained Si (100)/110 channel.
LS/D , being the same for the (100)/110 channel for both
rounded and square eS/D cases, the (100)/110 channel shows
similar channel stress degradation compared to the planar
case [16].
Hence, the rounded/square eS/D shape profiles featuring
smaller LS/D are optimal for the introduction of maximum
stress for the (100)/110 channel for both the Si and SiGe channels. The stress levels for the Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel are ∼0.92×
of the values for the corresponding Si channel in Fig. 3(a)–(c)
for the same lattice mismatch between the channel and S/D
regions due to the smaller elastic moduli and Poisson’s ratios
of Si0.4 Ge0.6 compared to Si [17].
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Fig. 7(b) plots the mobility enhancement for the strained
(100)/110 Si and Si0.4 Ge0.6 channels. It is evident that the
Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel outperforms the Si channel in spite of its
smaller average (100)/110 channel stress due to the higher
mobility enhancement factor featured by the Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel
[2]. The Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel also features a higher unstrained
(100)/110 hole mobility value than Si [2], thus providing a
significant advantage over the strained Si channel.
Fig. 7(c) plots the average channel stress for the
(110)/110 sidewall. The average (110)/110 channel stress
for Si/Si0.4 Ge0.6 with Si0.6 Ge0.4 /Ge sigma eS/D again shows
significant reduction compared to the planar case [16]. The
(110)/110 Si channel with the rounded and square Si0.6 Ge0.4
eS/D cases shows a 22.4% and 15.7% reduction, respectively, in
the average stress compared to the planar case [16], whereas the
Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel stress shows further reduction of ∼8% from
the Si channel for the rounded and square Ge eS/D cases. The
square S/D nested gate (four dummy gates) structure has the
least LS/D for the (110)/110 sidewall compared to the other
two eS/D profiles resulting in maximum (110)/110 channel
stress among all three structures.
The corresponding mobility enhancement for the (110)/110
sidewall for both Si and Si0.4 Ge0.6 channels is plotted in
Fig. 7(d). The Si0.4 Ge0.6 channel offers a higher mobility
enhancement than Si for the (110)/110 channel also in spite
of its lower average stress levels. Along with the higher mobility enhancement factor, the SiGe channels also possess an
inherently higher unstrained hole mobility value compared to
Si for the (110)/110 channel [2], thus clearly demonstrating
the advantage of implementing strained SiGe/Ge channels for
future technology nodes.
Thus, the sigma-shaped eS/D shows significant degradation
in the average (100)/110 and (110)/110 channel stress
resulting in degraded mobility enhancements due to a larger
LS/D compared to the rounded and square eS/D structures,
and hence, it is not a viable option for trigate FETs as opposed
for strained planar pMOSFETs [20]. Although, from the above
discussion, the square-shaped eS/D is seen to be the best option
for achieving maximum channel stress for all three conduction
planes, the rounded eS/D has to be adopted due to the squareshaped eS/D being impractical to implement.
Fig. 8(a)–(d) plots the stress profile evolution following
biaxially strained Si0.75 Ge0.25 epitaxial growth on Si, fin patterning, S/D recess etch, and eS/D (1.7% mismatch) regrowth,
respectively. The biaxially strained epilayer features minimum
stress relaxation/stress profile variation due to the absence of
traction free surfaces, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Fin patterning,
however, results in stress reduction and a larger stress profile
variation compared to the biaxially strained layer, as is evident
in Fig. 8(b), due to the creation of free surfaces. Variation in the
stress profile will depend on the dimensions and, particularly,
the length of the fin. The smaller the length, the greater the
variation in the stress profile. The S/D recess etch further relaxes the residual stress of the fin in Fig. 8(b) almost completely
due to the creation of free surfaces next to the channel, as
shown in Fig. 8(c). The residual stress profile in Fig. 8(c) shows
maximum compressive stress at the bottom of the sidewall and
least compressive stress at the topmost part of the sidewall, i.e.,
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Fig. 9. (a) Average (100)/110 and (110)/110 channel stress with residual
stress and eS/D stressors. (b) Mobility enhancements for the (100)/110 and
(110)/110 channels with only eS/D stressors and a combination of eS/D
induced and residual stress. The solid lines are drawn to serve as a guide.

eS/D case due to increasing compressive residual stress with
increasing channel Ge content.
Fig. 9(b) plots the corresponding mobility enhancement for
the (100)/110 and (110)/110 channels for the global +
eS/D and the eS/D cases. The higher (110)/110 hole mobility
enhancement for the global + eS/D combination ensures its
viability in future technology nodes.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 8. (a) and (b) Stress evolution following biaxially strained Si0.75 Ge0.25
epitaxial layer growth and fin patterning. (c) and (d) Stress relaxation after S/D
recess etch and stress recovery after eS/D regrowth.

a trend reverse to that for the eS/D case, as shown in Fig. 4.
The global + eS/D combination hence displays a more uniform
sidewall channel stress profile, as shown in Fig. 8(d), translating
to minimal Vt variation along the sidewall, thus offering an
advantage over the eS/D technique.
Fig. 9(a) plots the average stress for a combination of the
residual stress and the 1.7% lattice mismatched eS/D induced
stress for the Si1−x Gex channels with three different channel
Ge contents. As aforementioned, the Young’s modulus of the
SiGe channel decreases with increasing Ge content. This results
in a decrease in the average channel stress for the same eS/D
to channel lattice mismatch, as can be seen from the trend for
the eS/D case (relaxed channel in the absence of eS/D). The
(100)/110 channel stress for the global + eS/D combination
is smaller than that for the eS/D case and shows a trend
similar to the eS/D stressor case due to the residual stress
becoming increasingly tensile for the (100)/110 channel with
increasing Ge content. The (110)/110 channel stress for the
global + eS/D combination, however, is higher than that for the

We have thoroughly investigated and optimized the device
layout and eS/D shape profiles of strain engineered p-channel
trigate FETs. Nested gate layout is the optimal layout strategy displaying greater channel stress than the nested fin (two
dummy fins) and double-nested structures. Increasing eS/D Ge
content offers significant improvement in the channel stress.
The rounded eS/D structure, due to its smaller LS/D , displays
significantly higher stress levels compared with the sigma eS/D
structure for all conduction planes converse to the planar case.
The eS/D technique, when combined with the nested gate
layout strategy and the global stressor technique, demonstrates
significant channel stress retention and a greater uniformity in
the channel stress even for extremely scaled p-channel trigate
FETs. The eS/D technique can be thus expected to continue to
serve as an important addition to the conventional stressors for
future p-channel trigate FETs.
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